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Abstract
This paper introduces a control system model framework built into EPANET simulator. The control system model extends the
current possibilities oﬀered by EPANET to model the exact, dynamic behavior of the water distribution system working under
complex or high-level control system.
Besides the control system model, a novel method for modelling parallel pumping stations in EPANET was developed. The new
methodology allows varying the control type (pressure, ﬂow) and setting to dynamically change during the simulation. The new
pump battery component was utilized in the control system modelling.
The new modelling tools were demonstrated in a case study.
c© 2015 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Ltd.
Peer-review under responsibility of the Scientiﬁc Committee of CCWI 2015.
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1. Introduction
EPANET[1] is the most widely used hydraulic simulator for pressurized networks and it provides tools to easily
model on-oﬀ control of pumps or change variable-speed driven (VSD) pumps’ relative rotational speed, either based
on time or on hydraulic state variables, like ﬂow, tank level or pressure.
The both control rule features provided by EPANET, however, are very simple and limited, and it’s not possible to
do any calculations, like summing volumes or ﬂows, either in rule conditions or actions. For example, implementing a
proper proportional-integral-derivative controller (PID) [2] for variable-speed drive (VSD) controlled pumps, interpo-
lation or any other higher level control based on status of multiple stations is practically impossible without creating
a separate computer program to drive the simulation, or extending the EPANET simulator code. [3]
Current implementations of parallel pumping or pumping with ﬁxed head or ﬂow have several limitations.[4]
Using tools found in basic, freely available EPANET only, one must control the head or ﬂow through series of
pump(s) and either ﬂow control valve (FCV) for ﬁxed ﬂow, pressure reducing valve (PRV) for ﬁxed head, or ﬁrst
FCV and then PRV for ﬁxed ﬂow with pressure limitation. The problem with this approach is, that while it enables to
model the dynamics and pump(s) capacity, it fails to give accurate idea of energy consumption or ﬂows through single
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pumps. Other possibility is to create a large number of EPANET control rules that change relative rotational speed to
a pre-calculated value, that produces desired ﬂow or head based on the simulated head or ﬂow through the pumps for
each pump battery.
If EPANET is extended via callback mechanism or otherwise, hooking some code to be run after ENstep function
call, one can use software PID controller to control the individual pumps’ rotational speed through pump’s setting
value. It is however quite diﬃcult to properly tune the controller because of typically several minutes long time steps
are used in hydraulic simulation, compared to sub-second time scale used in controllers. It’s also not possible to change
the target setting using the standard EPANET control rules. This approach enables accurately model functioning of
every controller, pump and energy usage, but requires the tools to extend EPANET’s behaviour per model basis or
driving EPANET simulation from a third-party program, such as Matlab, and thus limiting the usefulness of the
method.
The third option is to use proper constant ﬂow [5] or head [6] solver for EPANET’s gradient algorithm[7]. While the
solutions are easy to use after their implementation, they still lack the possibility to change the control type from ﬂow
to head and vice versa during simulation, and they only provide some hydraulically feasible solution in the parallel
pumping case. The algorithms only allow the use of identical pumps and don’t choose the optimal combination
of pumps and their relative rotational speeds nor does the solution algorithms implement any speciﬁc typical naı¨ve
control algorithms for driving the pump battery. One additional limitation of these solutions are, that there are no
freely available implementations.
This paper solves the limitations of aforementioned methods using a two-step method, where the ﬁrst, hydraulic
part implemented into EPANET hydraulic solver is very simple and only calculates the ﬂow and head for the given
settings and control type. The control type (constant ﬂow, constant head, constant head diﬀerence), ﬂow or head
setting and possible limit can all be changed dynamically during the simulation. This makes it possible to easily
model parallel pumping and control systems.
The second part of the battery component is implemented partly via callback mechanism to check whether the
resulting ﬂow and head combination is valid for the pump battery, and partly via post-processing which calculates
the energy usage, each pump’s rotational speed and ﬂow. The second part, both validity checks and post-processing
analysis, relies fully on the lookup table generated by using methods presented in [8] and [9]. The second part is only
necessary, if analysis of pump performance and energy is needed - the ﬁrst part alone can solve the system state and
hydraulic behaviour.
A control system modelling framework was developed. The EPANET simulator was extended to allow specifying
callbacks written in Python[10], a general purpose, object oriented programming language. The callbacks are called
before simulation, after every time step and after the simulation. The control system model Python source code
module, if module exists, is automatically loaded and interpreted by the modiﬁed EPANET, and thus the proposed
method for modelling control system does not require use of any extra tools, and works with any EPANET based
modelling tool.
Both new developments, the pump battery component and control system modelling tools, are tested in a case
study.
2. Materials and methods
2.1. Pump battery
This paper introduces a new pump battery component into the EPANET hydraulic solver. The component enables
one to model a pump battery consisting of one or more, possible non-identical, pumps working in parallel. The battery
can be either ﬂow, pressure or head diﬀerence controlled, and the mode of operation and setting can be dynamically
controlled using application programming interface (API) and EPANET control rules.
The component accepts a limit to the non-controlled parameter, for example, if the pump battery is ﬂow controlled,
maximum allowed downstream pressure can be limited to user supplied value, typically 80 or 100 meters of pressure
head. Alternatively in constant pressure mode of operation the maximum allowed ﬂow can be limited. In practice,
especially when operating in constant ﬂow controlled manner, the maximum allowed pressure is limited in order to
avoid pipe breakage when ﬂow falls below the setting.
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To allow eﬃcient and advanced pump battery analysis and optimization, the pump battery component in EPANET
is mathematically very simple. The component only calculates the head and ﬂow required to meet the given setting
and limit in the active controlling mode.
Component uses an externally deﬁned callback function to check that the pump is working in allowed regime, and
the program running EPANET simulation or utilizing the hydraulic results calculates the internal pump conﬁguration,
each pump’s frequency and energy consumption, based on the simulated head and ﬂow. Thus the more complex and
time consuming tasks are delegated to external code.
The pump battery component is described in EPANET *.inp ﬁle by identiﬁer, and start and end nodes. Optionally
the initial mode of operation (constant pressure/ﬂow), initial setting (ﬂow or pressure), and pressure/ﬂow limit can be
speciﬁed. An example is shown in Listing 1.
Listing 1: Example of deﬁning pump batteries in EPANET inp ﬁle. First battery has initial mode of operation set to constant ﬂow at 10 l s−1 with
pressure limit of 80m and the second has no initial values and is initially closed.
[BATTERIES]
Battery1 Reservoir1 Junction1 TYPE FLOW SETTING 10 LIMIT 80
Battery2 Reservoir1 Junction2
The changes required in EPANET source are minimal and localized. Besides introducing a new component type,
the new link values and the code to read battery speciﬁcations from the *.inp ﬁle, a few new functions are added into
the hydraul.c module: batterycoeffs(), which is called by newcoeffs(), and batterystatus(int index,
char status, double h1, double h2), which is called by linkstatus(). The matrix coeﬃcients in the global
gradient algorithm[7] are calculated by batterycoeffs() and batterystatus(...) only changes the battery
status based on the hydraulic results, and calls the possible external callback function to check that the battery is
working within allowed regime.
When the pump battery is in ﬂow control mode or the ﬂow limit is exceeded in constant pressure or pressure
diﬀerence mode, the pump battery works analogically to ﬂow control valve in EPANET, but the head loss over the
link is allowed to be negative. The system matrix coeﬃcients [1,6,7] are
pi j =
1
108
(1)
Fi = Fi − Qset (2)
F j = F j + Qset (3)
Ai j = Ai j − pi j (4)
Aj j = Aj j + pi j (5)
Aii = Aii + pi j (6)
yi j = Qi j − Qset , (7)
where i is the index of start node, j is the index of end node, and Qset is the ﬂow setting.
When the pump battery is in pressure or pressure diﬀerence control mode or the pressure limit is exceeded in
constant ﬂow mode, the pump battery works analogically to pressure reducing valve in EPANET, but the headloss
over the link is allowed to be negative. The matrix coeﬃcients are
pi j = 0 (8)
F j = F j + 108 · Hset (9)
Aj j = Aj j + 108 , (10)
where Hset is the head setting.
The EPANET API was extended to allow changing the mode and limit value, and to allow setting the callback
function, which can check, that the pump is working in allowed regime and limit the generated head and/or ﬂow if
necessary.
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The added link values are named EN MODE, accepting settings CONST FLOW, CONST PRESSURE and CONST DIFF,
and EN LIMIT, accepting ﬂow limit in model units when the battery is operated in constant pressure or constant
pressure diﬀerence mode, and pressure limit in model units when operated in constant ﬂow mode. The values can be
queried and set using the standard ENgetlinkvalue and ENsetlinkvalue functions.
The output from EPANET for a given pump battery is just the time dependent working points (Qt, Ht), setting
and mode of operation. Thus the simulation package must implement some means to show and analyse each pump’s
properties, like frequency and power at diﬀerent working points.
We took lookup table based approach described in [8] and [9]. The chosen method allows to model pump battery
with non-identical pumps with diﬀerent allowed frequency ranges and diﬀerent parallel pump control strategies: equal
frequencies for all running pumps (naı¨ve 1), only last pump’s frequency is controlled (naı¨ve 2) or globally optimal
control strategy. In addition the methodology handles the frequency scaling problem[11] and can, optionally, model
the pump’s motor and variable-speed drive eﬃciencies, and thus give very accurate approximation of the real energy
usage.
An example of a simple model and its results in shown in Figure 1. The pump battery’s constant pressure setting
changes to higher setting for 8 am to 9 pm time period using EPANET control rules. The left hand side of the ﬁgure
shows the model and water demand at the far end node, and the right hand side shows the simulated head at pump
battery discharge node and pump’s relative speed.
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Figure 1: A small sample model of pump battery working with diﬀerent pressure setting and varying ﬂow. The changes in pump outlet head and
relative pump speed are shown in the ﬁgure.
2.2. Control system modelling framework
In order to allow for modelling complex control system algorithms, a Python 2.7.x programming language[10]
based framework was built. The EPANET simulator was extended in a binary API compatible way so that the modiﬁed
library can function as a drop-in replacement for the standard simulator or as a proxy for customized, closed-source
EPANET based simulators found in many commercial hydraulic modelling software.
In ENopen function, the Python framework is initialized, and a Python module is searched, identiﬁed by the same
ﬁlename as the EPANET model but with *.py extension. If the module is found, it is loaded using the Python
interpreter and function pointers to epanet init, epanet callback and epanet close functions are retrieved.
During the Python module load, the module can import and use other Python modules libraries, such as xlrd[12] for
reading control system parameters from MS Excel spreadsheet ﬁles.
After the hydraulic simulation is initialized in ENopenH function, the loaded Python module’s epanet init func-
tion is called. The function can then instate the EPANET link and node objects that are required for its functioning.
Typically this phase ﬁnds the indices of the controlled pump batteries and valves, and components representing the
measurements needed in the operation in EPANET simulator. The init function also sets initial settings for all con-
trolled components.
After each simulation time step, in ENstep function, the Python module’s epanet callback function is called.
The function can query the system state and alter settings for diﬀerent components. This callback is where the control
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system model done in Python language is given full control over the simulated system and all the control algorithm
calculations take place.
The framework provides mapping of the standard C language programming interface available in EPANET in a
higher level object oriented Python API. The EPANET errors are mapped into Python exceptions and the node and
link properties are accessed through an object oriented wrapper part of which is shown in Figure 2. Properties are
either read-only or read-write, depending whether the parameter can be changed or not. A lower level 1:1 Python
mapping to the C API is also available, but it’s usage is not recommended.
epanet
Node
volume : Float
elevation : Float
head : Float
pressure : Float
demand : Float
type : Integer
index : Integer
name : String
<<create>> Node(index : Integer)
<<create>> Node(name : String)
Link
flow : Float
velocity : Float
unitheadloss : Float
status : Integer
setting : Integer
mode : Integer
type : Integer
index : Integer
name : String
<<create>> Link(index : Integer)
<<create>> Link(name : String)
Figure 2: Part of the Python language object oriented wrappers around the low level EPANET API
Using the API, network state can be queried, controlled and altered during the simulation. It is possible, for
example, to query ﬂow, head and pressure, and tank level and volume. The API allows to open and close pipes,
change valve and pump settings, and control pump batteries. Demands and emitter coeﬃcients can be changed too.
But in order to remain strictly control system model, only those components that can be controlled in real world,
should be controlled.
Finally, when the hydraulic simulation is completed, the ENcloseH function calls the epanet close function,
which can, for example, store internal control system state results to a ﬁle for later analysis. After the call the Python
interpreter is closed.
The simulation and calling the control system model is wholly controlled by EPANET simulator, and thus the use
of control system model is transparent to any program using the simulator. While the control system model can query
and set model parameters during the simulation, it cannot control the simulation in any other manner.
The Python code can be divided into multiple modules which can call each other and EPANET. All tools and pro-
gramming techniques available in Python can be used freely. Typically it is reasonable, for example, to create classes
to present various system components or to read control system parameters. Porting code from any programmable
logic controller (PLC) or supervisory control and data acquisition (SCADA) system is straightforward, and designing
common libraries for often used components is easy.
A very simple example of a control system model is shown in Listing 2 and Figure 3. Pumping into the network
is ﬂow controlled, and the ﬂow is linearly interpolated between minimum and maximum ﬂow values based on the
water tower level, so that, when water tower is at the upper level, ﬂow is minimal and vice versa. While the example
simple, similar control systems are common in Finland, and the example demonstrates some of the potential of using
a general purpose programming language as a control system modelling tool.
Listing 2: An example of control system model, that interpolates pump battery ﬂow setting based on a water tower level
import epanet
MIN_LEVEL = 2.0 # meters
MAX_LEVEL = 4.5
MIN_FLOW = 3.0 # l/s
MAX_FLOW = 13.0
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def epanet_init(filename ):
global watertower , battery
watertower = epanet.Node(’WATERTOWER ’)
battery = epanet.Link(’BATTERY1 ’)
battery.mode = epanet.Link.CONST_FLOW
epanet_callback (0)
def epanet_callback(time):
global watertower , battery
level = watertower.pressure
if level >= MAX_LEVEL:
battery.setting = MIN_FLOW
elif level <= MIN_LEVEL:
battery.setting = MAX_FLOW
else:
dL = MAX_LEVEL - MIN_LEVEL
dQ = MAX_FLOW - MIN_FLOW
battery.setting = MAX_FLOW - dQ * (level - MIN_LEVEL) / dL
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Figure 3: An example of control system model, that interpolates pump battery ﬂow setting based on a water tower level.
3. Case study
The new pump battery component and control system model were applied to EPANET network model of Tuusula
region water utility (Finland) serving cities of Kerava and Ja¨rvenpa¨a¨, and municipalities of Tuusula and Sipoo. In
addition signiﬁcant amount of water is delivered to two industrial establishments (Koﬀ and Ingman), two hospitals
(Sairaalat) and two neighbouring municipalities: Ma¨ntsa¨la¨ and Pornainen.
The network has altogether 39 controllable stations, of which 11 are water sources and the others are either mea-
surement, valve or booster pumping stations. All produced water is ground water, and two of the biggest water sources
in Laakso area use also artiﬁcial ground water produced from Pa¨ija¨nne tunnel water. There are seven areas with their
own water towers. The general water supply system layout and the stations is shown in Figure 4.
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The network model is a full scale model that includes all pipes in the system, except the consumer connections,
and all water consumers. For each measurement area, its own water demand pattern is used. All pumping stations are
modelled as pump batteries with correct pump characteristic and eﬃciency curves, and all valve stations are modelled
as ﬂow control valves (FCV). The model has 3480 nodes and 4104 links, and the total modelled network length is
840 km.
Controlling the water supply system is completely automatized. The control system is implemented on the SCADA
level. The high-level control system inspects the system state every half an hour, processes the control algorithm and
sends ﬂow settings to each station in the system. Each station has its own operating logic that controls the single
pumps, their frequencies and any water treatment process.
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Figure 4: Calculation areas, stations and water ﬂow directions
The system is divided into eight calculation areas based on the pressure zone and municipality borders. The areas
and their processing sequence from 1 to 8 is shown in Figure 4. All incoming and outgoing connections to the areas
are measured, thus a full water balance can be calculated for each area.
For each tower a target water level curve is given at half an hour intervals. The control system tries to keep each
water tower’s level on the deﬁned level.
The high-level control system algorithm works as follows. Every half an hour each area is calculated in the order
indicated by the numbers in Figure 4. The smaller areas without numbering are calculated ﬁrst, and their demand
estimate is set as demand for their respective measurement stations.
For each area, water usage during the previous time step is calculated based on the water balance. A water demand
estimate for next time step, t+ 1, is calculate based on the measured water consumption Dt and statistically calculated
weekday speciﬁc 30min consumption pattern P.
Destimate =
Dt
Pt
· Pt+1 . (11)
For areas with water tower, the volume diﬀerence between the target level and current level is calculated and
converted into ﬂow
Qwater tower =
Vtarget − Vcurrent
dt
. (12)
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Next the water demanded by previously calculated neighbouring areas is calculated by summing the ﬂow settings at
the n border stations
Qneighbours =
n∑
i
Qi . (13)
Based on the water demand estimate, tower imbalance and neighbour demand, the ﬂow needed by the area can be
calculated
Qpumping = Destimate + Qwater tower + Qneighbours . (14)
When the required ﬂow Qpumping is known, an area speciﬁc function decides, how the ﬂow requirement will be sat-
isﬁed. Typically the ﬂow is divided among the local water sources if they exists, and any remaining ﬂow is demanded
from neighbouring areas by setting a ﬂow demand value at the border stations. Each station has speciﬁed minimum
and maximum ﬂow constraints, which cannot be violated, and a station ﬂow is limited to those constraints.
The target water tower level curves, demand patterns, station speciﬁc minimum and maximum ﬂow settings, and
possible manual settings for stations are stored as control system parameters. For the control system model’s purposes,
the parameters are stored in a text ﬁle.
From the description above, it becomes apparent, that it is impossible the model this kind of a control system using
plain EPANET. Thus all the control system logic, was reprogrammed from ABB MicroSCADA Supervisory Control
Implementation Language[13] (SCIL) source ﬁles in Python using the framework developed earlier in this paper.
The control system model was programmed in an object-oriented fashion and divided into four modules: main.py
as an entry point and hooking all the code together, settings.py for reading and handling the control system pa-
rameters, stations.py deﬁning object classes for diﬀerent types of stations and declaring the available stations and
linking those to EPANET simulator, and ﬁnally areas.py deﬁning the object class for a calculation area, declaring
the areas and their calculation order and linking those areas to stations deﬁned in stations.py.
Most of the code consists of area speciﬁc logic code. An example of an area speciﬁc logic is shown in Listing 3.
Listing 3: An example of one area speciﬁc program logic in the control system model. All the stations and areas are object classes.
def calculate_jarvenpaa(jarvenpaa ):
demand = jarvenpaa.getDemand ()
if vahanummi15.controllable ():
vahanummi15.on(vahanummi15.yieldValue / 24)
demand -= vahanummi15.getFlow ()
if hiihtomaja28.controllable ():
if demand >= hiihtomaja28.minFlow:
hiihtomaja28.on(demand)
demand -= hiihtomaja28.getFlow ()
else:
hiihtomaja28.off()
if tuomala8.controllable ():
if demand >= tuomala8.minFlow:
tuomala8.on(demand)
else:
tuomala8.off()
if ristinummi7.controllable ():
ristinummi7.off()
return demand
The combination of the control system model and the hydraulic was found to agree with the real system at the
station level. An example of the simulated values, on average day, in one of the biggest areas, Kerava, is shown in
Figure 5. The left-hand side shows simulated water tower level and the target water tower level, and the right-hand
side shows simulated values for diﬀerent control system parameters: Destimate, Qneighbours, Qwater tower and Qpumping.
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Figure 5: Simulated water tower level and the target water tower level, and simulated values for diﬀerent control system parameters in one of the
biggest areas, Kerava, on average day.
The model developed in case was used, among other things, for developing and optimizing the control system and
its parameters further. In [3] several modiﬁcations to the parameters or control logic were examined, and a saving
potentials of 6.5% was reported. Figure 6 shows, how some of the examined changes aﬀect the simulated ﬂow at the
biggest and ﬁnal water source, Ja¨niksenlinna, on average day.
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Figure 6: Simulated ﬂow (EPANET + control system model) at Ja¨niksenlinna water treatment plant using diﬀerent variants of the control algorithm.
4. Discussion and conclusions
This paper introduced a novel way to model variable-speed driven pumps and pump batteries that are controlled
by possibly time-varying constant ﬂow, constant pressure or constant pressure diﬀerence strategies. The method uses
EPANET to simulate the required head and ﬂow for the given setting and control strategy, and then a precomputed
lookup table is used for looking up the pumps’ energy consumption and frequencies.
Using the introduced pump battery component, it is possible to develop a standardized and transparent control sys-
tem modelling framework on top of EPANET. The framework was developed in Python and integrated into EPANET
simulator. Using Python, a general purpose programming language, it is possible to model whatever complex and
high-level control systems.
Python modules being ordinary text ﬁles and the language being interpreted, no tools besides text editor is needed
in order to create and edit control system models. Python language is, arguably, one of the easiest programming
languages to learn. Thus, while some knowledge in programming is required, the barrier of entry is lowered.
The developed methods were applied in a case study, in which the correctness of complex control system model
was demonstrated. The some modiﬁcations to the control system parameters and control logic and their eﬀect on the
energy consumption of the system were shown.
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Modelling higher level control system on top of the hydraulic model opens up whole new possibilities to analyse
and optimize the control system behaviour and eﬀects of diﬀerent control system parameters to, for example, energy
use and quality of service. The methodology has been in active use at FCG Design and Engineering Ltd. since 2010
in dozens of projects.
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